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Abstract. We give the first rigorous derivation of a kinetic equation in a nontrivial translation
invariant situation. We consider the heavy particle (mass scaled as rm ~s, 5 > 0).in the ideal fermi gas with
translation invariant interaction e V between them. In the Heisenberg representation we prove convergence
to the strongly continuous completely-positive semigroup Ts for any value of scaled time s,t=s/e2 and for
5 > 2. When ö 2 Ts is not a semigroup. For 0 ^ ô < 2 we announce some more weak results.

0. Introduction

Rigorous derivation of the quantum kinetic equations from the first principles is

one of the central problems of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. The first results
(initiated by Van Hove [29]) were obtained for the so called weak coupling limit
between system and reservoir, where the system was described by finite-dimensional
Hilbert space J^p and the reservoir was the ideal quantum gas [10,34]. Further
progress was connected mainly with such finite-dimensional Jfp for the following
limits:

1. weak coupling limit [8-10, 12-16, 18];
2. singular coupling limit [28, 24, 26-27, 33];
3. low density limit [21, 22].

See also review of Spohn [37].
Recent progress for the case when the system is a Schroedinger particle, and

Mfp L2(UV, dx), see in [19, 1-4].
The main limitation of all these results is that the interaction is not translation

invariant. Otherwise speaking system interacts only with a bounded region of the
ideal gas.

In this paper we consider the weak translation invariant interaction between
Schroedinger particle and the ideal quantum gas. There are also some other novelties
in this paper;

(a) A quantum kinetic equation for an observable Ap can be conventionally
written as

d-^ is*-2[hp,Ap(s)]+Ls(Ap)

where ô > 2,

Ls(Ap) ei(ssS-2)h"L(Ap(s))e-i(sé-2)hp
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L is the generator of a quantum semigroup, hp is the free hamiltonian (e.g.
hp —A). We discuss the arising mass renormalisation problem (see
remark 1).

(b) In all earlier papers the degree of interaction (see below) did not exceed 2.

This was connected with number of diagrams estimation problems. Here
we consider arbitrary degree of interaction in the fermi case.

(c) The generator of our quantum semigroup is unbounded and so it does not
fit into the known classification results [16, 17, 23, 28, 35].

(d) We consider also the case when the kinetic equation has non Markovian
character.

Our scaling of particle mass for è > 2 corresponds to the case when the test
particle has infinite mass (see Remark 1). In the quantum case such particles can
move because of the influence of the heat reservoir. The limiting behavior of this
particle does not depend on the parameter ô > 2 (see the Theorem 1 and 2).

We think that for 0 ^ ô < 2 a picture must be different from one described
above. In the weak coupling limit only the influence of the free kinetic motion of
the particle remains (see Remark 1'). It means that in the weak coupling limit in the
interaction representation the particle does not move. Now we can prove a weak
variant of this hypothesis (see the Theorem 3). This triviality is closely connected
with the unitary equivalence of the hamiltonians H0 and H for sufficiently small |e|,

e e R, when 0=0 (see [6, 7]).
In the case ô 2 the influence of the kinetic motion of the particle and the heat

reservoir remain, but reduced dynamic has a memory.
In this paper we use an original method of diagram resummation. Already

similar methods were applied for the proof of the asymptotic completeness (see

[5-7, 20, 32]).
Boson case for the degree interaction 1 or 2 can be treated as well by the

similar methods.

1. Definitions and notations

Hilbert spaces are: J^f(pl) L2(UV) for the particle, and for reservoir it is the

antisymmetric Fock space Jfr ^a(Jf <'>), where Jifr L2(W). Let <üp be C*-al-
gebra of compact operators in 3tfp sjf™ with lp, S&r be C*-algebra of CAR in

{a*(f),a(g)} (g,f)Ir,

{a*(f),a*(g)} {a(f),a(g)} Or

f, g e Jffa, (g,f) is assumed to be antilinear in g. The corresponding operator
valued distributions a * (x) are introduced by

g(x)a*a*(g) g(x)a*(x) dx, a(g) g(x)a(x) dx.
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We define the free hamiltonian in jtfp ® #?r

H0=e%®lr + \p®Hr,

hp=-A, Hr=dT(hr), hr= -A + plr, peU, <S > 0, e > 0,

and the free dynamics on 21^ and 3tr

x1(Ap) exp (itsshp)Ap exp -ite%), Ap e S&p,

Tr,(Ar) exp (itHr)Ar exp — itHr), Are^ir.
We use the same symbol for

Tf=Tf®l„ Xrt lp®Xr„
and define on 91 Süp ® SHr

xt=x"t®xrt
Let coß be /?-KMS state [8] on 31, w.r.t. the free dynamics xrt. For any /,

g e ^fa}

œ,(a*(/)a(g))-(/,*,*),
u>p(a*(/)a*(*)) a>ß(fi(fMg)) 0,

where 5, =exp (-ßhr)(lr -fexp (-ßhr))'\ 0^Bß^l.
We define the bounded linear map a> : 21 -> 91^ by

W(^(g)^)=^%(^), ,4,6«,, 4e«r (1.1)

We note that

ca ° x, xp, o a» (1.2)

It is convenient to consider Jf^ as 1-particle subspace of the Fock space

fiF±(iïFp) with creation-annihilation operators b*(f), b(f) which can be either
bose or fermi. In Jf ç J5" ®fiFa we consider the unitary group of translations T(UX)
generated by the corresponding group Ux in L2(IRV):

fAy) (UJ)(y) =f(y -x), fe L2(W).

E.g.

T(Ux)(b*(g) ®a *(f))T(U_x) b *(gx) ® a *(fx)
where # means * or the absence of *.

For any / e L2 we will denote by / the Fourier transform of the function /.
We define the perturbed Hamiltonian formally by

H H0+eV, V Vxdx, (1.3)
R<"

HA H0+sVA, VA

vx r(ux)vr(ux)-1

Vxdx, (1.3')
A
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for two classes sé and J1 of operators F in J* ® fiFa :

We say that V e sé0 (Ve sés) if V has the following form

(A) J/=X irm,„(yo,z0;y1,...,ym,z„,...,zl)b*(y0)b(z0) (1.4)
m,n J

a*(yx) ¦ ¦ ¦ a*(ym)a(z„) ¦ ¦ ¦ a(zx)dy0 dz0 dyx ¦ ¦ ¦ dym dz„ ¦ ¦ ¦ dzx

where m,n in 1.4) are such that m + n is even and

^m,n e Cf* W(m + - + 2) (iTm>„ e S( Kv(m + "+ 2)
;

We say that F e J^ (F e ÛSS) if F has the following form

(B) F=X ^m,n{yA,y\,-- -,ym,z„,.. .,Zi)b*(y0)b(y0) (1.5)

a*(j,) • • ¦ ö*(jm)a(z„) • • • a(zl)dy0 dyx- ¦ ¦ dym dzn ¦ ¦ ¦ dzx

where m,n in (1.5) are such that m +n is even and

fam>„ e C^(Rv(m + n+ '>) (-fmj„ e S(Rv(m + " + 1)));

Zm „ js a finite sum and it is assumed that the bounded operator V is

symmetric onf ® ^a.
Then the (unbounded) operator V is symmetric on the domain

F(x0, xx, x„)b*(x0)a*(xl) • • • a*(x„)Q:

FeS(R,(" + ,)),«=0, 1,2,..fa,

Q is the vacuum vector in ÜF ®.Fa. Let us denote 21°(21*), 2I°(2If)—subalgebras
of 21 generated by 1, and b*(f), a*(f) correspondingly for ?eC™(W)
(feS(Uv)); 2T 2i;®2I°, 21s 2IJ®2If.

The perturbed dynamics a, on 21 can be defined e.g. using the suitable
generalization of the Robinson's argument [8]

ot,(A)= lim <x?(A)= lim <fa"° + °%/^Ae-,,(H° + eVfa (1.6)
A -> R" A — Rv

using Dyson-Schwinger series in e. We do not stay on this as our expansions below
are uniform in A.

2. Main results

Let us consider the map (similar to an inverse Möller morphism)

y°l:%-+<Hp:y<;(Ap)=<>)(x_MAp®lr)), Ape%, teU+. (2.1)

Theorem 1. Let v^3, ö^2, peU and V belongs to either sés or âSs, and

co(V)=0.
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Then for any s e R+ there exists the limit

s-lim yeslE2=Ts, || Ts || <1.

and Ts is a strongly continuous completely positive map from 21^ into 21^,.

(2.2)

Theorem 2. Under the conditions of the Theorem 1 for ô > 2 Ts is a semigroup
on 21,,. The generator L of the semigroup {Ts,s ^ 0} which exists by strong continuity
of Ts (see [8]) is given by (Ap e 21°;

UA.) UjC) UÀ9
0*2"

dtœ([xr,(VX2),[VXl,Ap®lr]]) (2.3)

Corollary. Under the conditions of the Theorem 1 for ô > 2 and when V has the

form

V Y.V»l®V'i, 17e2I|, Vre^,
i

Then Ts is a semigroup and its generator L is given by (Ap ®2I°)

L(Ap)

where

giM)

M
- Y
u i

dxx dx2 {gy^-x^V^V^Ap]
-g,(x2-xx)[Vexi,As]ViX2}

dt coß(VriMXV'j)

For ô=2 Ts is not a semigroup and it has more complicated structure.
For the case 0 ^ ô < 2 we can prove the following more weak than the

Theorems 1 and 2 result. Let us consider the map y fa : 2Ip ->2I,,:

y<>A(Ap)=m(x_1a?(Ap®lr)),

ApeKp, teU+.
where A is a domain in U\

(2.4)

Theorem 3. Let v > 3, 0^0 < 2, peU, A<

belongs to either sés or 88s, and

co(V)=0.

Then for any s e U+ there exists the limit

s-lim y $2 Ts,

be a finite domain and V

where Ts is trivial, i.e. Ts(Ap) Ap for any s eU+, Ap e%p.
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It means that for 0 < ò < 2 the limit

5-lim lim yjjfc (2.5)
A -. Rv e -> 0

is trivial for any sU+. Our hypothesis is that the same is true in the translation
invariant case, i.e. when we change the order of the limits in

5-lim lim yl^2 s-limyes/e2
£-»0A^Rv e — 0

as in the Theorems 1 and 2. Then the limiting semigroup will be trivial. But now we
can not prove this hypothesis because of some technical difficulties. The Theorem 3

follows from the results of [38]. Also we note that for ô 5= 2 it is possible to change
the order of the limits in (2.5) and the limits will be the same. This follows from the
proofs of the Theorems 1 and 2.

Remark 1. In other words for ô ^ 2, Ap e 21p

\\co(as/e2(Ap®lr))-x^2Ts(Ap)\\^0 ife-^0. (2.6)

Putting

A^(s)=x"sle2Ts(AP), Ae%sp,

heuristically we get the equation

—^ ms-2[hp, A^(s)) + Ls(A^(s)) (2-7)

where

Ls x%2(L) ^(^VLe-^-'V
For <5 > 2 xpsls2(Ap) -+Ap if e ->0 for any s e W", Ape%p. It means that we can
rewrite (2.6) as

\\(o(as/e2(Ap®lr))-Ts(Ap)\\^0 iffi^O. (2.8)

Remark 1'. In the case when 0 < ô < 2 it follows from the Theorem 3 that for
any fixed domain AcR"

\\(o(^le2(Ap®lr))-x%2(Ap)\\^Q ifß^O. (2.9)

for any s e Rv, Ap e 2IP.

Now consider the case when a>( V) =£ 0. Putting

h'p=co(V) (2.10)

it is easy to see that in the case (A) the operator /i^, is the multiplication operator
(in the A:-representation) by a function h'p(k) and in the case (B)

h'p=X(V,ß,ti)lp (2.11)

where À( V, ß, /i) is a constant.
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Let us consider the map (similar to renormalised inverse Möller morphism)
FÎ :«„-«,:

Tl(Ap)=w(x>_,z,(Ap®lr)), ApeKp, teU+. (2.12)

where

xc,=xf®xr,
and the free dynamics xf on 2Ip is defined by

xf(Ap) exp (it(e% + eh'p))Ap exp - it(s% + zh'p)), ApeMp.

Theorem V. Let v ^ 3, ö > 2, /x eU and V belongs to 38s. Then for any s e IR+

there exists the limit

s-limrs/e2=t, ||?,||<1. (2.13)

and Ts is a strongly continuous completely positive map from 21^ into 2Ip.

Theorem 2'. Under the conditions of the Theorem 1 ' for ô > 2 and when V
belongs to â&s T, is a semigroup on 2Ip. The generator L of the semigroup {Ts, s > 0}
is given by (Ap e 21°;

L(Ap) dx, dx-,i
R2

dtco([xr,(VX2),[VXt,Ap®lr]]) (2.14)
jo

where V V - co(V).

For ô 2 Ts is not a semigroup and has more complicated structure.

Remark 2. If V is the two-particle interaction (formally):

V V(x — y)bY ® a*(x)a(x) dy dx

where by b(x — y), there exist the difficulties in the proof of the Theorem 1 due to
more singular nature of this interaction.

Remark 3. The proofs of Theorems Y and 2' repeat the proofs of the
Theorems 1 and 2.

3. Proof of the Theorem 1

The strategy of the proof of the Theorem 1 is the following. First we prove the
existence of the limit

lim y%e2(Ap),
e->Q

more exactly, the convergence of (2.2) on the dense subset of 91^, where V has a
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special form (see (4.1), (4.2)). From here we get the convergence of (2.2) for V of
the general form. As for any t e IR, e e IR

ib'N1
the convergence on 2IP will follow.

The map y et is completely positive as the maps x„ at and a> are completely
positive for any t e IR. Then, Ts has this property.

Now we prove the convergence of (2.2) on some dense subset of 21^.
We shall use the following series for y \

y',(Ap)=Ap+ X («)" dtx ¦ ¦ ¦ dtn C&C^ ' ' ' ClXfj

jv)n

u([Vw[...,[V,x,Xl,Ap®lr] •••]]) (3.1)

where

A'n {(/,,. t„) : 0 <tx<---<t„<t} c
V1.n=x,(Vx) Vix®Vr.
Also we shall use the following notations

fl exp (ite%)f, fix ee exp (ite%)fx ;

/; exp (ithr)f; ft exp (ithr)fx.
(3.2)

for/e JPp orfetf"?\ t e M, x e Uv.

Unfolding of the brackets of all commutators in the n-th term of the series

(3.1) gives

o)([V,„,Xn,[...,[V,uXl,Ap®lr] ¦¦¦]])= X a>m°(Ap®lr))

where

<re Pn

' — t'l j • • • î 'n)> -*• — V*l > • • • ^n)j

co(^;?(^ ® 1,)) e(o)V ¦ ¦ ¦ VtaU),XaU)(Ap ® lr) (3.3)

V ¦ ¦ ¦ V'*(J - 1). X<7(j - 1) ',/( !).*„( 1)

P„ is the subset of the symmetric group Sn,\P„\ 2"; 0(a) ± 1 and is determined
uniquely by a;j =j(o) in (3.3) satisfy the inequalities

o(n) >o(n-!)>¦¦¦> a(j),

a(j-l)<c(j-2)<--<a(l).
We can write the series (3.1) in the form

y*(AP)=Ap+ X (fc)" In 1 u s />„
dxeo(^ïM.®lr)) (3.4)
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where

dt dtx • • ¦ dtn, dx dxx ¦ ¦ • dx„.

The existence of the limit (2.2) in the Theorem 1 will follow from the following
estimate for «-th term of the series (3.1).

Lemma 1. Under the conditions of the Theorem 1 there exists a constant
C C(V, v)> 0 such that for any n e N, s0 e U+, a e Pn the following bound holds

ife2te[0,so],ApeK°p

dt dxco(W%(Ap®lr))
(R»)"

/[«/2] fk\
(3.5)

where d 2v, C(Ap) does not depend on n, s0, o.

Indeed, from (3.5) we have

oo /{nil} tk
\\y°t(AP)HC(Ap)+ X 2"\e\"C"C(Ap)sf( £ T.

n=\ \yfc 0'c!
co [n/2]

1+ I Z 2-|fi|-
ii=lt=0

C"s"
k\

C(AA

/ » [h/2] (A2d+ \)\k\
< 1+ Y Y 2»\esi\"-2k C»( °, }

)C(Ap
\ „=ik=0 Kl J

If lesti < 1 we have

co /[n/4] (2d+i)\k
\tXAp)\ < i+ I E (2c2K \)"'2

n 1 \k 0 ki
[«/?] (2C)"(jS"+1))*\

,-à + .(«/4)! (fc!)1/2 ; W
It is evident that the series in the right-hand side of (3.6) converges if

(3.6)

• f1 M< min —,, —r—;

Therefore the expansions (3.1) for y] is norm convergent. The Theorem 1 is proved.
In the sections 4-6 we shall prove the Lemma 1.

4. Diagrams and graphs

To simplify notations in the proof of the Lemma 1 we shall consider the case
when V has the form

V V®Vr,
V b*(f)b(f)\^, (4.1)
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Vr a*(fx)---a*(fN)a(fN)--a(fx)
-(oß(a*(fx)---a*(fN)a(fN)-'-a(fx))

%(n=o,
where/^eC^r), i 1,. N.

For A b*(gx)b(g2)\^p e 2Ç, gl,g2e C»(RV) we have

W%(A, ® lr) UUAp)a>ß(Vl{nyX^ ¦ ¦ ¦ V'w«n)
where

UUAP) e(a)Vi^x^ ¦ ¦ ¦ V^n,xo01(Ap ® lr)
yp yp'<x</-')'x<*/- 0 V(l)>*,j(l)'

and ; =j(o).
We put x0 0, t0 0.

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

Lemma 2. Let deN, s0eU+. For e2t e [0, sj, 0<b< 1, a e P„, x e (W)n
uniformly on Te A'„ the following bound holds:

sfCnC(Ap)
UUAP) < u n

i

(Ko-)| + 1)"(| Xou-1) I + l)rf i-i (I *om -**/- u
I + 1)"

i*j- I,J
(4.5)

where C C(V, v,d)> 0 is a constant depending only on V, v, d; C(Ap) does not
depend on n, t, x, a.

Proof of the Lemma 2. For simplicity we consider the case when a =o0 e P„,
(T0(i) i, i l,...,/i. We have

UUAp)=f\ (fUJl-y,-l)(f^,x^g2)b*(fi,Jb(gi)\^p
i= 2

The bound (4.5) can be proved by integration by parts d times in each variable
km, k (fcfa /c(v)) in

P P 1

Then we have

dk\?(k)\*e2 iet(lj -t,_x)hp (k) + i(.x,- - x; _ ,,k)

uf, fP .,<C(f,d)(\e\ti-ti.i)\y C(f,d)sj
\v,„x„ju^,xt_x)\^ (i + iijc,-*,_,!)- ^(i + |K.-x,_,||r

for i 2,..., n and

C(f, A, d)sd0
!(/?,,*,, Si)| <

d + lkll)"

(4.6)

(4.7)

where C(/, d) depends on / d and C(/, A, d) depends on /, A, d.

From (4.6), (4.7) it follows (4.5).
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Remark 4. The bound (4.5) allows us to integrate in (3.5) over the space
variables xx,.. ,x„.

To integrate in the time variables tx ,...,/„ we estimate the expression

^U^, • • • Ffa,-W <4-8)

For this it is convenient to use the diagrams.

Let < o > be a quasi free state on 2L. Graphically the monomial

K a * (/„,,) ¦¦¦ a* (fVrNv), v 1, n

will be drawn as the vertex v and Nv free legs (v, 1),. (v, Nv).

Lemma 3. Let (v0, p0) be any fixed leg of Vv For any quase-free state ° the

following formula takes place:

<VX-¦¦¥„)= £ S(..,.Mv)<K. • • • K;P ¦ ¦ • K.P. ¦ ¦ ¦ V»>
(.v.P)

(v,p) it (v0,Po)

where

Vv,P=a*(L,x) ¦ ¦ ¦ a*(L,P-ùa*(fv,p+x) ¦ ¦ ¦ a#(fiN),
'(-l)\a*(fVo,Po)a*(fip)}, ifv>v0,

or v =v0 and p > p0

(-iy<a*(fc,p)a*(fVo,Po)}, iïv<v0,
or v v0 and p <p0

and q is the number of creation-annihilation operators in V, • • • V„ between a* (fv p ^

and a * (fvp).

Proof of the Lemma 3 is similar to the integration-by part formulae in the
classical case [31].

We say that in (4.9) the term

g("o,Po).(P,P) \ 1
'

o;P
' '

"o.Po
' "/

in (yx • • ¦ Vn} corresponds to the coupling of the leg (v0,p0) of the vertex v0 with
the leg (v, p) of the vertex v.

With the line / ((v0,p0), (v,p)) we associate the number

g(Vo>Po).(0.P)

which one calls the contribution of this line.
In other words the formula (4.9) means that a quasi-free state of the product

of the monomials may be represented as the sum of the terms in which the fixed leg
(Po>Po) is connected with some leg (v, p).

g("o, PoU".P)
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We shall use the formula (4.9) many times to represent (4.8) as a sum of
admissible diagrams which we define below.

We can assume that the vertices of a diagram are the points tx,..., t„ on the
real line. The vertices are numerated in the order of increasing of the times th
0 <tx<- ¦ ¦ <tn< t and this ordering does not depend on a e P„. Then the line of
a diagram is the pair (tv, tv-). We identify the line (tv, tv.) with the coupling of the
leg (v,p) and the leg (v',p'), for any 1 ^p < Nv, 1 </?' < Nv-, which appears in the
right-hand side of (4.9) for (4.8). We say that a contribution of this line (tv, tvfi) is

equal to

gly'v 'i/? Xv Xv')

from (4.9), where / ((v,p), (v',p')). We note that our estimates of g,( ° will be

uniform in p,p'.
We define the algorithm which constructs all admissible diagrams and only

them. The set of all admissible diagrams thus constructured is denoted by An. We
shall define also some distinguished subset Dn a A„ which we call surviving admissible

diagrams. We shall prove that exactly these diagrams survive.
The algorithm consists of not more than 2Nn steps. We numerate these steps

by

(l,l),...,(l,2AT),...,(n, 1 ),...,(«, 2A0-

On the steps (1, 1) we construct a line from the leg (1, 1) to some leg (v',p').
We call one of the special type if v' v or v' v + l. Then we proceed by
induction. Let the lines lx,. ,lk be already constructed and we are on the step
(v, p). The rules of the algorithm are the following:

1. On each step (v, p) we construct a line from the leg (v, p) if the following
conditions 2-3, 5 are satisfied;

2. If on the step (v, p) we did not construct a line then on the steps (v,p'),
p' > p we also do not construct lines, i.e. we begin with the new vertex
v + l;

3. If on the step (v, p) we construct a line which is not special then on the steps

(v,p'),p' > p, we do not construct lines;
4. If on the step (v, p) we construct a line from the leg (v,p) to some leg (v',p')

then we call v' "used on the step (v,p),
5. If the vertex v was used on the earlier steps then on the step (v, p), we do not

construct a line;
6. The algorithm stops on the step (n, 2N).
The admissible diagram is the graph without free legs and its lines are

constructed by this algorithm.
We denote the set of all the admissible diagrams by A„ and the set of all the

diagrams only with the lines of the special type by D„, D„ czA„. Let us call the
elements of Dn surviving admissible diagrams. From the condition

coß(Vr)=0

and from the algorithm of the construction of admissible diagrams it follows that
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for any vertex of a diagram from An there exists at least one line from this vertex
which is not a loop.

We remark that the number of the connected components of any admissible
diagram G e An is bounded by nj2 for even n and (n — l)/2 for odd n.

We denote by Ank the subset of An of diagrams with k the connected

components.

Lemma 4. Dn a Annj2 if n is even and D„ =0 if n is odd.

Lemma 5. For any a e Pn the following formula takes place

^(^„„^•••^(1)^(1))= Y Jo A Y J°Go>ß(WG) (4.11)
GeD„ G e A„\D„

where

JaG=X\gl{tv-tv.,xv-xv.) (4.12)
IeG

l ((v,p),v',p')

and WG is the set ofall the free legs (which are not coupled) in V\ • • ¦ V\ x

Proofs of the Lemma 4 and the Lemma 5 evidently follow from the description
of the algorithm of A„ and from the fomula (4.9).

Lemma 6. Let v > 3, 0^2, d 2v and mß(Vr) 0. Then there exists some
constant C C(V, v) > Osuch that for any n e N, s„ > 0, o e P„, Ap e 21° thefollowing
estimate holds if e2t e [0, s0]

dxco(W%(Ap®lr))
(R*)n

^C"C(Ap)sf X
1

(4.13)
reG V1 T \h ~ V \)

r (v, v')

where C(Ap) does not depend on n, s„, t e A'n, e, a.

Lemma 7. Let g e L,(U)nLœ(U), g^O symmetric and Riemann integrable.
Then there exists C > 0 not depending on n, k, t such that

Y [ dtx-dtn n g(tv-tv.)^^f(\\g\\xy-k (4.14)
GeAntkjA'n rtG KLl

r iv, v')

Remark 5. It is evident that for the function

g(t)={l + >,y/2eLx(M)nLOD(n), g^O,

The lemma 1 follows from the Lemma 6 and the Lemma 7.
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Proof of the Lemma 6. For x„, xt, e W', tv, tc- e [0, t] if v, v' > 0 we have

Iff ft, - tv., xv - xv.)\ \coß(a*(frlriXv)a(fr,v.,Xv.))\

\(ftv,xv> Bßfrtv.,x,.)\

C fexp ((/ft - tv.)hr(k) + i(xv - x,, k))fp(k)f,(k)bß(k) dk

< «n (415)

where the operator Bß may be equal to either Bß or l(r[) — Bß and C(V) does not
depend on n, xv, xv., Ap.

If v or v' is equal 0 then we have

C(V, Ap)
\gf(tV-tv.,Xv-Xvr)^- (4.16)

(i + K-Or/2
where C(V, Ap) does not depend on n, xv, xv-.

The Lemma 6 follows from the bounds (4.15), (4.16) and the bound (4.13) for
<°>=öV

5. Proof of the Lemma 7

We write the inequality (4.14) in the form

dt. g(r)dr\
k

(5.1)dtn û g('r - 'v) < C"\ dsx--- dsk
G 6 Ank JA'„ re G JAl.

r (c, if)
where C > 0 does not depend on n.

We shall call the lines of G old lines. For any diagram G e A„k we do the

following procedure. We add the vertex 0 to the diagram G and we add k lines of
the form (v, v + l) (which we shall call new) to G so that the diagram G will become
connected. It is easy to see that such k new lines exist. The contribution of any new
line will be equal to 1, by definition. We denote the resulting diagram by G. Let Ànk
be the set of all the diagrams G, G e A„k.

It is evident that in the left-hand side of (5.1) we can change £G
l^G e Ânk ¦

We approximate both sides of (5.1) by Riemannian sums

•5" E (iE! g(tv-tv)^C"ò{ £•••£ lì
0< «!<•••<(„<» \öeZ k reG \0 <*, + ¦¦¦ +Jt<< /

on

z ••• z nW
1#0 rn _kT±0 y 1

where tt, rh st eZs (Zs is one-dimensional ^-lattice).

i, > o

(5.2)
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We omit ô" in (5.2) and we define for fixed (sx,... ,sk,rx,. ,r„_k),
0 < sx + ¦ ¦ ¦ + sk < t, s, > 0, i 1,..., k, 0 < rt < t, i 1,..., n — k, the algorithm
by which one can construct not more than C" admissible diagrams from Änk for
some 0 <tx<- ¦ ¦ <tn< t with the contribution equal to

g(rx) ¦¦ -g(rn-k)
The algorithm consists of not more than 2N(n + 1) steps. We numerate these

steps by

(0, 1),. (0, 2N),.. (n, 1),. (n, 2N).

On the step (0, 1) we take sx and construct a new line from t0 0 to sx. This line
connects vertices t0 0 and tx in the left-hand side of (5.2) which has the
contribution equal to 1. The following step has the number (1, 1). We take rx and
construct an old line from sx to the vertex sx+rx. This line has the contribution
g(ri) =g((s\ +rx) —sx). This old line connects tx and some vertex in the left-hand
side of (5.3). Then we proceed by induction.

Let the old lines rx,. ra and the new line sx,..., sb be already constructed
and we are on the step (i, j), then the rules of the algorithm are the following.

1. On each step (i,j) we decide whether to construct 1 old line rb+x or 1 new
line sa+x or not to construct lines at all on this step;

2. If on the step (;', j) we decided not to construct a line then on the steps (i, j'),
j' >j we also do not construct lines;

3. The new line can be constructed only on the step (i, 1) and then on the steps

{Uf), j" > 1, we do not construct lines;
4. On the step (i, 1) we choose one of the constructed vertices i>, and on the steps

(i, 1),.. (i, 2N) we can draw the lines from v,. We call vt "used on the step
(i, i)";

5. The choice of v, is uniquely defined by the rule: f, is the first already
constructed vertex not used in the earlier steps.

6. The algorithm stops either on the step (n, 2N) or when there are used vertices
or when (n — k) old lines and k new lines are constructed.

It is evident that each admissible diagram G will be constructed and each array
(sx,.. sk, rx,.. rn_k) is used not more than C times.

The Lemma 7 is proved.

6. The interaction of the general form

We have proved the Theorem 1 for the interaction of the special form (4.1),
(4.2). Here we say briefly about a proof of the Theorem 1 for the interaction of the
general form.

Lemma 8. Ke sé0 can be represented as

V Z Z Z Cm,n(L, N)b*(eLl)b(eL2)\^p
m,n L N

®a*(eNi) ¦ ¦ ¦ a*(eNJa(eNm + i) ¦ ¦ ¦ a(eNm+n) (6.1)
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where L (LX, L2), N (NX,. Nm + n), \\eK || 1, eK e Cf{W), K, L„ Nj e T,
i 1, 2, j 1, m +n,

III|Cm,„(X,iV)|<oo (6.2)
m,n L N

and if we fixed d > 0 then for any fi e C™ (W), N, N' e 1\ x, x' eU\ t, t'e[0,sj
(e2)] the following bounds hold

\(e%,.x, e"N,,x)\ ^ {l + ^x + N)_0{x, + Nr)^d
(6-3)

I^^^ÖTFW (6-4)

\(e'N,,x, Vfa,*,fa| <
(1 +

|?_,(^|r/2-9 (6-5)

where the operator Bß may be equal to either Bß or l^1' — Bß or 0r and C(6) does not
depend on N, N', x, x', t, t'.

Remark 6. It is easy to see that we can use the bounds (6.3), (6.4), (6.5) instead
of the bounds (4.6), (4.7), (4.15), correspondingly, and (6.2) and prove the
Theorem 1.

Proof of the Lemma 8. Let the Fourier transforms of the kernels f OT,„
be

fm„eC(r), E m + n + 2.

Then there exist M e U+ such that

supp ^m,„£[-M, Mf£
for any m, n.

We put

K(k) exp (2nink/A)
e„(k) keU (6.6)

d„

where the function K(k) is from C"(IR), 0 < ic(k) < 1, k(K) 1 for \k\^B and

K(k) 0 for all \k\ ^ B + 1. The constants d„ are chosen so that \e„\ 1.

We choose A and B so that M < B < 2M < A. Then we have

-fa*,» Z Z Cm,n(Ü N) f[ eJkj) (6.7)
L,N j 1

where £ (LX,L2), N (NX,..., Nm + n).

It is evident that for any q eN there exists C(q) such that

ic-(£'^(i+m+my fl -i w. w=? i"< (6.8)
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and for q >vE the following bound takes place

TZ\Cm,n(L,N)\<<x> (6.9)
L N

Therefore, the functions eN and eN.

V V

*n=Y\ eAkj) eN. ]J e„.(kj)
j-i J=i

satisfy the bounds (6.3), (6.4), (6.5).
If fa«,« e S( WE), we shall use the partition of unity

!«,(*) (6.10)
y

where

diam supp ay ^ const

uniformly in y.
Then we represent the kernels "V~m,n as Zy "P~m,„xy of the kernels from C™(WE)

and by using an expansion similar to (6.6) for T^m>„ay (with correspondingly shifted
functions e\) we repeat the proof of the Lemma 8.

7. The estimation of the contribution of all nonsurviving admissible diagrams

In this section we prove that in the weak coupling limit all the admissible
diagrams from Ank\D„, k ^n, give the zero contribution to Ts.

Definition. We define LX(U) for k > 0 by:

\\g\\K= [ (l + \t\)K\g(t)\dt<œ.
Jr

Lemma 9. Let g e L^(IR) nLœ(IR), k > 0, g > 0 and n 2m. Then there exist
C > 0, 6 > 0 not depending on n, t such that for t > 1

z
GeA„m\D„

" (-•n.nj2 — e

dtx---dt„ fl gfo-U< m. (7-1)
A'„ reG KAl^V-

r (v,v')

Proof of the Lemma 9. This lemma follows from Lemma 7. Indeed, for
each diagram G e Anm\Dn, n=3m, there exist some line (v',v") and

v e {1,...,« — 1}, v'^v, v"^v + l, such that the line (v',v") belongs to the

diagram G and if we add the line (v, v + 1) to G then G will have (m — 1) connected
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components

Let 0 <y <1, y +K > 1 then we have

(i+\t,— t.\\y
g(t, - tv,) =(l+\t,- t,. |) * g(t, -t,.)-{ + I ' V-V-

(i + \tv.-tv..\y^

^l + ^-^K^-^ty(i + \tv,-tA)^
We add the line (v, v + 1) to G and define its contribution as

1

(1+1^-^1)* + *

Then, for the function

g(0 max 1(1 + \t\yg(t), [t | e Lx(U)nLx(U), g > 0,

it follows from the Lemma 7 that the left-hand side of (7.1) is bounded by

C„tm-lty
m\

(7.2)

where C, y do not depend on n, m.
For 8 1 — y the bound (7.1) holds. Lemma 9 is proved.

Remark 7. By using the bounds (4.5), (4.14), (7.1) and by repeating the proof
of the bound (3.6) we see that the contribution of all nonsurviving admissible
diagrams can be bounded by

s0l2C(Ap) (7.3)

if 0 < e < min{l/4C25„, l/s^}. Hence only surviving admissible diagrams may have
the nonzero limit if e ->0, e2t ys,s>0.

8. Case ô > 2. The generator of the semigroup Ts

In this section we prove that for S > 2 Ts is a semigroup. Also we calculate the

generator L of Ts.

We denote

<o(iVtn,Xn,[...,[Vtì,Xì,Ap®lr]---]])G
def

Z "(a) ^(„),^(„) ' ' ' VPt„UyXaU){Ap ® lr) VPt„u _ ,),*„(; _

¦ ¦ ¦ VP mJV ¦ • • Vr 1„
'<r(l).*,7(l) PV >rriji)>xrj(n) 'rr(\),Xo{iyG

where Q(o) and; =j(o) are the same as in (3.3); a)ß( ° denotes the term JaCoß(WG)
in the expression (4.9).
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Lemma 10. For n =2m the following formula takes place

Z o)([Vl2mtX2m,[...,[VluXi,Ap®lr]..JS)G
GeD2m

<*?,».*»,> \y>2m-y^rr,_,.«a¦ ¦ •-.«a^2,*2, [K,IiX1 a, ® i,d- • -DD) (s.o

Proof of the Lemma 10 follows from the definitions of the map co and of
surviving admissible diagrams.

For n =2m and Ap e 21° let us put

Lf\Ap)=(wY dt dJcaQV, ,.[..., [K,,.,,^.®!,]- ¦•]])
:><)"

Lemma 11. Under the conditions of the Theorem 2, for s eR+, ^ e 21° there
exist the limits

lim Lf\Ap)=sL(Ap)
ezt s

s->0

lim Lf\Ap)
£2t S

e — 0

where

UAP) -

smLm(Ap)

m\

dX [ wa 2 dtœ([xr,(VX2),[VXl,Ap®lr]])

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

Moreover, the convergence in (8.2), (8.3) is uniform on [0, s0]for any s0eU+ and Ts

is the strongly continuous semigroup and the operator L is its generator, i.e. (Ap e 21°;

TS(AP)= Z —iL'"(Ap)=cxp(sL)(Ap)m=\m\
(8.5)

Proof of the Lemma 11. We begin with (8.2), (8.3). At first we prove the
Lemma 11 for the case when V e sé".

Let ux e L"(U), k > 0, x e U and for some C > 0

IImJIk<C

holds.
Then for ô > 2, i e {1, 2} and for any compact set JT cr M we have

ux(t2 — tx) exp (iestjK) dtx dt2lim e2
e2( s

e — O
*i

ux(t)dt< Hm e2
e 2t s

e — O

(eK°-ZsK-l)
te*K '

if K ï 0
ux(t) dt (8.6)

uniformly over K e Jf.
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For ô > 2, n 2m, m ^ 1 it is easy to show that for any compact set Jf" <= W
the n-dimensional analog of (8.6) takes place

lim
2t s

e — 0

g
2m

Ja

m /n
>•=! \J

fl uxJA2i - ht - i exp ies Y. iUi +1 - Ud)ki +1 )dti " " ' dt,
2m- 1

Z
1 0

uXi(t)dt\— (8.7)
J m\

uniformly over K e X, K (Kx, K„) (to prove (8.7) one can use the following
substitution st efa, i 1, ,n).

By changing the order of integration in (8.3) and by using (8.6), (8.7) for

ux(t) o}ß(V^xVr)

we get (8.2), (8.3) and (8.4), correspondingly.
The formula (8.5) follows from (8.2), (8.3) and (8.4). The Theorem 2 is proved

for V esé".
When V e 21s the proof of this Lemma is similar. In this case we can use the

following bound

| exp (i£sth(K)) - 1 | < C|e|2-fa,|/cf (8.8)

for any t e [0, sa/(s2)], k eU\ 6 > 0 is constant not depending on g, t, s0, k. For
h =(k,k) it is evident that 9=2.

9. Case ô 2

In the case «5=2 the family of the maps Ts is not a semigroup. The following
formula takes place

lim e2
e2t s

e'^Kdtx
S if K 0 def

iK

where F2(K, s) is a nonlinear function on s and depends essentially on K. This
means that Ts is not a semigroup.
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